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Abstract: During flight, civil aircraft record data that are analyzed within Flight Data Monitoring
(FDM) activities of an airline. Based on the characteristics of the operation and network, the flights
can be filtered according to aircraft types, departure and arrival airports, and runways. The considered
criteria that describe a set of flights are called a filter. When several filters are considered, they often can
be arranged according to their hierarchical structure in a filter tree. Subsequently, every filter in this tree
can be assigned certain values that describe the performance, e.g. in terms of safety, of the underlying
flights. For example, the mean and the standard deviation of the landing masses can be assigned to any
available flights arriving at Munich airport on runway 08L. Finally, outstanding filters can be identified
using machine learning algorithms for a (potentially very big) filter tree.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Civil aircraft record various parameters describing the flight state, aircraft characteristics, engine prop-
erties, and many further details. Besides the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) that is widely known as “black
box” and used for aircraft accident investigations, the so-called Quick Access Recorder (QAR) collects
data for routine analyses. This data is stored and analyzed as part of the airline Flight Data Moni-
toring (FDM) program, which is occasionally also referred as Flight Operational Quality Assurance
(FOQA).

The characteristics of an airline operation in terms of route network, airports, runways, aircraft types and
more can generate many different scenarios. Using the FDM data, in which the necessary parameters for
this filtering can also be found, the flights of a specific scenario can be easily filtered from the entire flight
list. One selected scenario, for example all the flights with a specific aircraft type to a specific airport and
runway, is called a filter. When several filters are considered simultaneously, they often can be organized
in a filter tree based on their hierarchical structure. For example, a certain filter can describe all flights
to Munich airport EDDM. On the next filter level, the flights could be further categorized by the arrival
runway in EDDM, i.e. 08L, 08R, 26L, or 26R. These filter trees are useful for the application of machine
learning algorithms such as FLAME, which is applied within this paper to detect outliers.

Specific parameters of the FDM data describe the operation and performance of the flight, such as speed,
altitude, or mass. To represent the safety performance of the flight, safety critical measures such as the
distance from the runway threshold to the touchdown point for deep landing analysis or the vertical load
at touchdown for hard landing analysis can be derived for any individual flight. To examine the safety
performance of various flights, e.g. the ones given by a specific filter in a filter tree, statistical properties
of the safety critical measures as well as for other variables can be calculated for the filtered flights.
For deep landing analysis, the mean and standard deviation of the distances from the runway threshold
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to the touchdown points can be derived. Furthermore, they can be combined in a vector with factors
that contribute to this incident, such as target speed deviation during approach or flight path deviations.
Doing this for any filter of a filter tree results in a matrix that is describing the safety performance of a
complex flight operation, see Table 1.

In this setting, the goal of this paper is to apply outlier detection algorithms that are common in ma-
chine learning to identify scenarios unusual from a safety performance perspective. These outstanding
scenarios might then be relevant for airline safety officers and can be further discussed in the safety
management of an airline.

In chapter 2 the available FDM data is briefly described. The notion of filters and filter trees are presented
in chapter 3. In chapter 4, an overview of machine learning and the FLAME algorithm that is used for
outlier detection within this paper is given. Subsequently, chapter 5 describes how the information of the
FDM data is attached to the considered filter tree. Finally, all concepts are combined and outstanding
scenarios are identified in chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the paper.

2. RECORDED FLIGHT DATA CHARACTERISTICS

Civil aircraft record data throughout the flight. The frequency of the data recording depends on the
parameter, the aircraft type and furthermore, the airline can adjust the recording characteristics based on
the airline specific requirements of the available parameters. In Figure 1, an exemplary recording of the
barometric altitude is given. At this long haul flight, the characteristic step climbs of the aircraft can be
identified.

Chapter 2: Flight Data Monitoring
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Figure 2.6: Timeseries Barometric Altitude

given, refer to Figure 2.7.
It is not within the scope of this thesis to go into the details of decoding QAR data based

on the ARINC 717 standard [Aer11]. Decoding in this sense means to transfer the binary
stream, i.e. a sequence of 0 and 1 that is received from the aircraft recorder into a readable
format of the flight data, e.g. in a table. In a nutshell, the required information contains the
position of the parameter in the bit stream. Based on the ARINC 717 standard [Aer11] the
data stream consists of frames and every frame consists of four subframes. With the recording
time the frame counter increases. For any parameter, the location in one or more subframes
has to be given by the DFL. Depending on the DFL, a subframe consists of a certain number
of words, e.g. 128 or 256. The information about the word a specific parameter is located
is also given by the DFL. Going into more detail, every word consists of 12 bits and the bit
positions need to be given by the DFL too.

Once the location of the parameter in the bit stream is described, information about the
decoding process itself needs to be given. In Figure 2.7 the binary value X (in Figure 2.7 given
in its decimal form) represented by the bits in the bit stream is transferred to the engineering
value of airspeed Y by using a simple affine linear equation Y = A0 + A1 ·X

2.3 Flight Data Monitoring Software
To download, manage, store, decode, and analyze flight data, dedicated software packages are
required. Several commercial products are available on the market.

The first main task of the Flight Data Monitoring Software is to handle the data stream
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Figure 1: Time series recording of barometric altitude

Based on the recorded time series flight data, specific time points and so called measurements can be
derived. One very important time point is the touchdown of the aircraft [1]. Subsequently, so called
measurements such as ground speed at touchdown can be calculated based on the time points and the



recorded time series. In addition, physical motivated smoothing can assist to reduce the errors and
uncertainties in the recorded flight data [2, 3, 4] and eventually also in the calculated time points and
measurements.

For aircraft exceeding a certain Maximum Certified Take Off Mass (MCTOM), this recorded data needs
to be analysed. “A flight data monitoring programme for those aeroplanes in excess of 27 000 kg
MCTOM. Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) is the pro-active use of digital flight data from routine opera-
tions to improve aviation safety.” [5]

Several commercial FDM software packages are available to assist the airline departments in storing,
handling, and analyzing the massive amount of data.

3. FILTER AND FILTER TREES

The network of an airline can get highly complex. In Figure 2, an overview of the global route network
is illustrated and gives an impression of its complexity1.

Figure 2: Global aviation routes, Source: Open Flights 1

In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that the recorded data of any flight is automatically analyzed as part of
the airline’s FDM program. Calculating time points and measurements is conducted for any considered
flight individually.

The next step is to analyze several flights together. Which flights are considered is given by certain
characteristics. For example, all available flights landing in Munich airport EDDM on runway 26L can
be considered. The set of characteristics that lead to a certain selection of flights is called “filter” within
this paper. Depending on the properties of the specific FDM analyses, a certain level of filtering of the
flights is required. For example, the analyses of the remaining fuel in the aircraft tanks at touchdown
given in minutes of flight time can be considered as independent of any filter and can be combined for

1 Downloaded from https://openflights.org/demo/openflights-routedb-2048.png on February 21st 2018 made available here
under the Open Database License (ODbL) https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/1.0/.



any aircraft type and any airport. On the other hand, an analyses of the runway overrun probability
depends on aircraft, runway, and further characteristics, see Section 9 of [6] as well as [7, 8].

Taking one further step leads to the setting considered in this paper. Thereby, not only a single filter is
considered but a set of several filters, see Figure 3. As it can be seen, a hierarchical structure is generated
which motivates using the term “filter tree”. Based on these filter trees, calculations can be conducted
that compare different filters, i.e. different collections of flights, with each other. The central goal of this
paper is to detect filters with an outstanding behavior using outlier detection algorithms. For these filters,
the underlying flights show a different behavior than the ones for the remaining filters which might be
relevant in terms of safety management.

Figure 3: Filter tree

Figure 3 shows a filter tree with four different levels. For the first level, no filtering takes place and all
available flights, in this case of Airbus A320 aircraft, are considered. On the second level, the flights
are filtered according to their arrival airport. In particular, the four airports Munich EDDM, Bilbao
LEBB, Frankfurt EDDF, and Zurich LSZH are considered. On the next level, the flights are further
filtered according to their arrival runways. The last level consists of additional filter criteria, in this case
according to the landing mass of the aircraft. The maximal landing mass of the considered A320 is 66
tons [9], so the filter is reasonable. In Figure 4, the numbers of flights fulfilling each filter of Figure 3
are given.

It is pointed out that the characteristics of the specific FDM software used for the analysis influence the
decision whether or not these filter trees can be generated and which kind of properties can be used for
filtering. The calculations within this paper have been conducted with the IT System developed by the
Flight Safety working group at the Institute of Flight System Dynamics of the Technical University of
Munich. This software allows very flexible filtering with respect to any available flight characteristic or
measurement. Note that the first three filter levels of Figure 3 use general information about the flight.
The fourth filter level uses the landing mass, which is considered as a measurement, see chapter 2, and
is a more detailed description of the flight.

The scope of this paper is to present the idea of these calculations and to show an illustrative example.



Figure 4: Number of flights fulfilling the filters

The mentioned software developed at the Flight Safety working group is also capable to generate full
filter trees automatically. This means that for example any available arrival airport and arrival runway
can be considered and arbitrary many filter levels can be added. Referring to Figure 2, the filter trees
can then obviously get highly complex. This justifies the application of powerful machine learning
algorithms to detect outstanding filters, which are discussed in the next chapter.

4. OUTLIER DETECTION AND MACHINE LEARNING

Starting with the available regression analysis at the beginning of the 19th century, data points “far” away
from the regression model could be identified [10]. Nowadays, outlier detection can be considered as
part of Machine Learning gaining more and more attention in data analytics. “Another use of machine
learning is outlier detection, which is finding instances that do not obey the general rule and are excep-
tions. The idea is that typical instances share characteristics that can be simply stated and instances
that do not have those characteristics are atypical. In such a case, we are interested in finding a rule
that is as simple as possible and covers as large a proportion of our typical instances as possible. Any
instance that falls outside is an exception, which may be an anomaly requiring attention such as fraud;
or it may be a novel, previously unseen but valid case, and hence the other name novelty detection.”, see
page 9 of [11].

The outlier detection method that is used within this paper is Fuzzy clustering by Local Approximation
of MEmberships (FLAME) [12]. At the Flight Safety working group at TUM, this method was first
implemented in [13] 2. In the following, the FLAME algorithm is briefly described.

Suppose that a set of data points xxx1, . . . ,xxxn ∈ Rd is given. First, the k-nearest neighbors algorithm [14]
is used to identify the neighbors of every data point. For any data point xxxi with i = 1, . . . ,n we denote

2 Within [13], an illustrative video has been created by Max Schwenzer and uploaded to vimeo: https://vimeo.com/78348227.
Availability of the link verified by the author of this paper on 13.03.2018.



the k-nearest neighbors by xxxiknn1
, . . . ,xxxiknnk

. Furthermore, we describe the euclidean distance of xxxi to its
neighbors by diknn1

, . . . ,diknnk
. These distances can be averaged for any data point

d̄i :=
1
k
·

k

∑
j=1

diknn j
(1)

and furthermore transfered into a density

ρi :=
max

j∈{1,...,n}
d̄ j

d̄i
, (2)

see page 19 of [13].

To detect outliers, [12] proposes to choose a density threshold. Data points with a density less than the
threshold are considered as outlier. In [12], the threshold is given by the mean of all densities minus
two times the standard deviation of them, however, this choice is not unique. In addition, simply the
data points with the lowest density can be considered representing the most unusual characteristics in
the given data set.

For the calculations performed within this paper, the value of k is set to k = 3. In addition to the outlier
detection that is used in this paper, the FLAME algorithm can be used for clustering, i.e. assigning
the filters to different categories. Thereby, so called Cluster Support Objects (CSO) are identified and
the data points are iteratively assigned to the different categories using fuzzy membership. Since this
clustering is not used within this paper, it is not described here and the reader is referred to [12].

5. DATA ASSIGNMENT AND NORMALIZATION

In the previous chapters, the available data, filter trees, and machine learning algorithms used for outlier
detection are described. The goal of this chapter is to define the components of the considered data
vectors assigned to any filter in the filter tree.

Considering the hierarchical structure of filter trees, the numbers of flights fulfilling a particular filter
vary significantly for the different tree nodes, see Figure 4. It is important that these different numbers
of flights do not falsify the calculations. For example, the sum of differences from the maximal landing
mass and the actual landing mass is not suitable since it heavily depends on the number of considered
flights. Alternatively, the average of all these differences can be considered without problems.

For the purpose of this paper, the characteristics mean value and standard deviation of measurements
are chosen. In addition, so-called tail dependence coefficients related to the copula theory [15] are
considered to represent dependencies between measurements. They particularly describe the behavior
of measurements in the boundary areas, i.e. if they get excessively small or large. For example, the
lower tail dependence is defined for a random vector X = (X1,X2) with marginal Cumulative Distribution
Functions (CDF) F1 and F2 as

λL = lim
u↘0

P(X2 ≤ F−1
2 (u)|X1 ≤ F−1

1 (u)). (3)

For any details of the tail dependence coefficients and the copula theory, the reader is referred to
[15].



The example chosen within this paper describes the braking behavior of pilots based on the filter tree of
Figure 3. The considered components are

• Mean value of Time Touchdown to Start Manual Braking

• Standard deviation of Time Touchdown to Start Manual Braking

• Mean value of Landing Mass

• Standard deviation of Landing Mass

• Lower tail dependence between Landing Buffer and Distance Threshold to Touchdown

• Upper tail dependence between Landing Buffer and Distance Threshold to Touchdown

Thereby, the Landing Buffer δ is a value that describes the criticality of an aircraft landing that is
determined on board before the landing. It is given by a relation between the Landing Distance Available
(LDA) and the Landing Distance Required (LDR), see Equation (4).

δ =
LDA−LDR

LDA
(4)

Further details can be found on page 205 of [7].

The combination of these components shall characterize the braking behavior. The central component
is the Time Touchdown to Start Manual Braking. Furthermore, the Landing Mass also plays a role in
the pilot’s braking behavior. The last two components describe the dependence between the Landing
Buffer and the Distance Threshold to Touchdown with the upper and lower tail dependence coefficients.
As it was identified on page 205 of [7], the criticality of the specific approach and landing influences the
pilot’s landing behavior. This shall be represented by the two tail dependence coefficients to take filter
specific properties into account.

Figure 5 shows the histograms for the variables Time Touchdown to Start Manual Braking (Figure 5a)
and Landing Mass (Figure 5b) exemplary for the filter described by the arrival airport LSZH with arrival
runway 14. In addition, the copula contour plot for the variables Landing Buffer and Distance Threshold
to Touchdown for the arrival airport LEBB and arrival runway 30 is given in Figure 6a. The copula
contour plot and also the tail dependence coefficients are calculated with the R package “VineCopula”
[16]. In case of two independent parameters, the indicated contour lines would be concentric circles.
Since this is not the case in Figure 6a, considerable dependence structures exist. Furthermore, Figure
6b highlights the areas with outstanding dependence using a heat plot. It compares the dependence
structure of the chosen copula (180 degree rotated Tawn copula) with the dependence structure of a bi-
variate normal distribution. The lighter an area in Figure 6b, the more the prevailing dependence differs
from the bi-variate normal distribution. It can be seen that especially for small landing buffers, there
are remarkable light areas that eventually lead to the tail dependence coefficient of 0.10, see Equation
(3). Observe the different scales that are used for the copula contour plot (Figure 6a) and the heat plot
(Figure 6b). For detailed information regarding the interpretation of copulas and the copula contour plot,
the reader is again referred to [15].

Equation (1) shows that distances between data points are essential for the identification of outliers.
Since the ranges of different measurements are in general completely different, a normalization step has
to be performed. For example, the landing mass of an Airbus A320 might be 60,000 kg and the approach
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Figure 5: Histograms for LSZH, runway 14

speed 70 m/s. Furthermore, the value of the standard deviation will be much higher for the landing mass
such that eventually the landing mass will outweigh the approach speed in terms of distances between
data points. Therefore, it was chosen that any data point considered for the outlier detection is linearly
mapped to the interval [−1,1] in each component. This mapping is designed such that the minimal value
of a component is mapped to -1 and the maximal value to 1.

6. IDENTIFICATION OF SAFETY CRITICAL SCENARIOS

The presented variables are calculated for any filter of the filter tree given in Figure 3. Flights fulfilling
a particular filter carry the specific characteristics of that filter, e.g. of the airport or runway. The utilized
data for the example of this paper is illustrated in Table 1 (some abbreviations are necessary, “M”
corresponds to mean, “S” to standard deviation, “Ma” to mass, “L” to lower, and “U” to upper). Based
on this data, the FLAME algorithm is applied and identifies the filters with outstanding characteristics,
in this example with respect to the braking behavior.

In the following, the three filters with the lowest density, see Equation (2) are presented starting with the
lowest. Thereby, scenarios that were filtered at least until the runway level are considered. The overall
result can be seen in Figure 7.

1. LSZH, Zurich Airport, Runway 14

2. LEBB, Bilbao Airport, Runway 30

3. EDDF, Frankfurt Airport, Runway 25L, Landing Mass ≥ 60 tons

For runway 14 of LSZH in Zurich, the reason of the low density is given by the airport layout, see Figure
8. Runway 14 is highlighted by the blue arrow and the relevant terminal by a blue circle. The runway
exits are constructed at the runway end which leads to a special and late braking behavior and eventually
contributes to a low density calculated by the FLAME algorithm. In addition, according to Table 1, it is
the only filter with an upper tail dependence coefficient not equal to 0 and the average Landing Mass is
lower than for the other filters.
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Figure 6: Dependence Landing Buffer and Distance Threshold to Touchdown for LEBB, runway 30

Table 1: Data utilized by the FLAME algorithm

Filter M Ma [kg] S Ma [kg] M Time [s] S Time [s] L Tail [-] U Tail [-]
All 58,013 3,492 11.6 9.9 0 0
EDDM 57,925 3,369 9.0 8.3 0 0
LEBB 60,137 2,630 9.8 4.7 0 0
EDDF 58,557 3,296 13.2 10.2 0 0
LSZH 55,748 3,205 16.4 9.2 0.08 0
EDDM, 26L 58,665 3,186 8.0 5.4 0 0
EDDM, 08R 58,271 3,258 17.4 15.7 2 ·10−6 0
LEBB, 12 60,699 2,325 8.8 5.3 0 0
LEBB, 30 60,042 2,672 9.9 4.6 0.10 0
EDDF, 07L 58,520 3,237 18.6 9.9 0 0
EDDF, 07R 58,356 3,366 20.0 14.8 8 ·10−9 0
EDDF, 25R 58,621 3,258 9.4 5.4 1 ·10−4 0
EDDF, 25C 58,708 3,361 8.6 5.7 0 0
EDDF, 25L 58,541 3,360 12.1 9.8 2 ·10−5 0
EDDF, 07C 58,844 3,110 15.2 14.5 0 0
LSZH, 14 55,756 3,153 16.9 9.2 0.005 0.005
EDDF, 25L, ≥ 60 t 61,745 1,066 11.6 9.1 0 0

The filter with the second lowest density is runway 30 of LEBB in Bilbao. Landings in Bilbao are
famous to be challenging due to common significant wind situations [17]. In addition, the runway length
is 2600 m which is together with a displaced threshold of 460 m rather short [18]. Table 1 indicates a
high average Landing Mass, a low average Time Touchdown to Start Manual Braking as well as the
highest tail dependence of all filters.

The filter with the third lowest FLAME density is Frankfurt EDDF, runway 25L with the additional
filter Landing Mass greater or equal 60 tons. The outstanding behavior of the mean value and standard
deviation of the Landing Mass can be also seen in Table 1 and are directly influencing the FLAME
algorithm. Therefore, this additional criteria is directly leading to this low density.



Figure 7: Densities calculated by the FLAME algorithm

Figure 8: LSZH runway 14 layout, source: Google Earth, Image Landsat / Copernicus



7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Within this paper, the concept of filter trees is introduced to Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) to be able
to identify scenarios outstanding in terms of safety relevant performance. Based on complex route
networks and fleet structures of an airline, the filter trees considered in real life airline operations can
become immense. To be able to find outstanding filters in such complex filter trees, concepts of the
machine learning algorithm FLAME are used. Within this paper, the proposed methodology is shown
on a simplistic example. The IT environment developed at the Institute of Flight System Dynamics
allows automatic generation of full filter trees to provide more complex and realistic applications in the
future.
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